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EPIDEICTIC SUASION IN POSTMODERN POETRY 

Reprinted in a book of satiric poetry that “chronicled” the 1980s, Edward Dorn offered 

the following found poem “from the 2nd floor toilet” of Hellems, a building on the 

campus of the University of Colorado: 

“Why is wanting to kill Ronald Reagan 

and fuck Jody Foster 

considered insane? 

Makes sense to me.”1 

As a brief example of the epideictic mode of rhetoric, this satiric epigram works in a 

number of surprising ways to address a “public mind,” Dorn’s descriptive term for his 

audience. For one thing, the poem offers none of the aesthetic pleasantries usually 

associated with poetry, such as elements of verbal richness, complex rhythmic variation, 

or closely monitored contours of a crafted “voice.” Dorn ironically transcribes a message 

from a campus toilet. By publishing it in a book he makes the claim that this, however, is 

indeed a poem. And yet, as an example of the art, it does something different from what 

an audience typically expects from poetry. In company with other satiric verses, however, 

this poem makes sense, and it argues for a perspective on 1980s socio-political life in a 

surprising and unexpected way. By pausing to look more closely at Dorn’s argument here 
                                                
1 Edward Dorn, Abhorrences: A Chronicle of the Eighties (Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow 
Press, 1990), 62. 
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and in a few other brief poems, I hope to show an instance of epideictic rhetoric operating 

in a postmodern context to make readers reflect more carefully on what Jeffrey Walker 

calls “the basic codes of value and belief by which a society or culture lives.”2 

 The March 30, 1981 assassination attempt on the life of Ronald Reagan shocked 

the nation. John Hinckley, Jr., now a marginal figure in the national narrative of the 

Reagan era, had hoped to impress the actress Jodi Foster by gunning down a powerful 

head-of-state. Although he wounded Reagan, press secretary James Brady, and two 

others with a .22 caliber revolver outside the Hilton Hotel in Washington, D. C., 

Hinckley’s legal defense won his case on a plea of insanity.  He was subsequently 

instituted at St. Elizabeth’s in Washington, D. C., the same asylum, coincidentally, that 

housed for nine years the poet Ezra Pound.  

 Dorn’s epigram, however, flips this public narrative in order to comment on the 

socially conservative triumph of the New Right, the economic rise of the yuppie, and 

other social indulgences that had come to be associated with the era. Without deliberating 

on the benefits and drawbacks of the Reagan presidency, the poem provides a space for a 

public audience to orient attention to the troubling years of that administration. For the 

poem to work, certain assumptions may be made, such as: Ronald Reagan is bad and the 

country would have been better off without him; masculinist desire recognizes girlish 

screen stars as sexually attractive figures; Hinckley got away with an assassination 

attempt on the leader of the free world, a beloved actor, “The Gipper,” no less. In the 

forensic debate, a pledge of love to a screen actress, extraordinarily, persuaded a court to 

spare Hinckley from criminal punishment, declaring such love to be “insane.” And this is 

                                                
2 Jeffrey Walker, Rhetoric and Poetics in Antiquity (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2000), 9. 
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the key rhetorical turn of the poem for it confronts us with a division in the national 

narrative that rests on a crucial definitional argument of sanity. 

 Dorn is not alone in his fascination with the assassination attempt. Cultural 

references to the event are everywhere, from an episode of The Seinfeld Show to the ’80s 

new wave band, Devo, who put some of Hinckley’s lyrics to music (John Hinckley, Jr., 

had been an aspiring songwriter before giving his obsessive attention to Foster). At some 

level in popular consciousness, Hinckley’s relationship to the assassination-attempt 

narrative is filtered through his legally observed insanity. By flipping this narrative in the 

poem, Dorn provides a space for an audience to recognize the deep resentment that may 

be harbored against Reagan by those who identify with the Left. For someone on the 

Right, the poem, of course, would be offensive. A nonpartisan reading, on the other hand, 

could introduce other reflective possibilities in the mind of an audience. Why was Reagan 

loved? Why was he hated? What does it mean for an individual to risk life for love in our 

society? What can be risked in an act and how will that risk and act be evaluated through 

different perspectives and in different contexts?  

 I bring this all up because conversations around epideictic rhetoric are not as 

prevalent as they once were. We may recall how Kenneth Burke, Wayne Booth, and 

Chaïm Perelman devoted much of their work to show how epideictic rhetoric plays an 

enormous cultural and social role in preparing audiences for other modes of deliberation, 

decision, and action. Epideictic rhetoric, these authors argue in their ways, prepares an 

audience for other modes of discourse. For Burke and Perelman, moreover, the epideictic 

mode was essential to understand because in many ways its uses by the Nazis helped 

enact fascist policy in Europe only half a century ago. More recently, Jeffrey Walker has 
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worked to bring awareness of how the epideictic mode lays claims on an audience’s 

belief and desire, creating a speculative space for reflection and self-deliberation. In his 

book, Rhetoric and Poetics in Antiquity, he claims that “‘epideictic’ appears as that which 

shapes and cultivates the basic codes of value and belief by which a society or culture 

lives.” He goes on to say that “it shapes the fundamental grounds, the ‘deep’ 

commitments and presuppositions, that will underlie and ultimately determine decision 

and debate in particular pragmatic forums.” For Walker, epideictic suasion can prepare an 

audience to “reinforce existing beliefs and ideologies” but it is not limited to this: it “also 

works to challenge or transform conventional beliefs.”3  

One epideictic model discussed by Walker is the poetic epigram. Although he 

argues that in antiquity epigrammatic poetry was written largely to extend a conservative 

rhetoric that reaffirms existing ideology, I want to discuss how this has changed in 

postmodern contexts in which the epigram can, as Walker also claims, “challenge or 

transform conventional beliefs.” With Walker’s important study of epideictic suasion in 

mind, I will look at the transformation of the epigram from a discourse written largely to 

reinforce existing political capacities of an audience to one in which those capacities are 

expanded through the reflective aims of the satirist.  

Enter Ed Dorn, a poet associated with the Black Mountain tradition of the New 

American poetry, a mid-twentieth-century movement in writing that turned to popular 

culture, history, and politics to create a poetry of public relevance. His epigrams of the 

1980s, gathered in a collection entitled, Abhorrences, aimed at building capacities in an 

                                                
3 Walker, Rhetoric, 9. 
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audience, to use Burke’s term for expanding social and cultural self-awareness,4 by 

producing reflection on socio-political issues. By building capacities through arguments 

that brought awareness of the self-interests of American geopolitical economic expansion 

during the Reagan era, Dorn used satirical epigrams in new rhetorical ways. In Burke’s 

useful terms again, he provided an audience with “strategies for living”5 in a democratic 

situation whose Enlightenment ideals had been corrupted by the interests of global 

capital. By looking at these poems we can learn how epideictic suasion can be 

instrumental in expanding the reflective capacity of readers in a postmodern context. 

Dorn’s 1990 publication of Abhorrences6 presented satiric and largely 

epigrammatic verses that had been inspired by his study of eighteenth-century rhetoric 

and satiric poetry. Committed in his work to democratic Enlightenment ideals and, like 

Jürgen Habermas, to the rational deliberative mode of its practice,7 he sought to build 

capacities in his audience by arguing for a renewed understanding of key democratic 

terms. He did so through carefully crafted enthymemes that relied on a quasi-logical 

appeal to a reader’s sense of value. As a dispassionate “chronicle of the eighties” these 

epigrams present social and political news taken “from the air” of radio, television, and 

other media to organize arguments that may help “correct” the “public mind.”8 As an 

audience, this “public mind” is of particular concern to Dorn. His focus is not on their 

                                                
4 See Kenneth Burke, Permanence and Change: An Anatomy of Purpose (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1984). 
5 See Burke, “Literature as Equipment for Living,” The Philosophy of Literary Form: 
Studies in Symbolic Action (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973). 
6 Dorn, Abhorrences (Santa Rosa: Black Sparrow, 1990). 
7 See Jürgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An Inquiry 
into a Category of Bourgeois Society (Studies in Contemporary German Social Thought). 
Trans. Thomas Burger. (Cambridge: M.I.T. Press, 1991). 
8 See Dorn, “A Correction of the Public Mind,” Ed Dorn Live: Lectures, Interviews, and 
Outtakes, ed. Joseph Richey (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2007), 69-77. 
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emotions—the heart of the public, say. This “public mind,” however, is a projected 

construction of Dorn’s own imagination. There is no way, obviously, to chart by statistics 

an accurate description of a public mind—at least not the one Dorn valued. In terms of an 

audience, we might think of this mind as a formal body of intelligence that, for him, 

requires correction for its moral failings. This correction, however, should be measured in 

the kind of reflective potential Dorn offered an audience. These controversial poems 

remain significant today as a body of work that provoked reflection through satiric 

argumentation in order to restore a space for reflective reasoning. 

 The poems in Abhorrences mostly offer brief epigrammatic arguments about 

social, moral, and political issues that influenced the “public mind” in the 1980s. A poem 

early in the book argues that “one bullet / is worth / a thousand bulletins.”9 While some 

literary critics of the last decade have recoiled at a “masculinist,” swaggering persona 

extended in these epigrams, this poem can be understood as an argument for rhetoric over 

physical violence. Indeed, this small poem operates effectively by exposing the 

etymological relation between bullet and bulletin to make a number of claims. First, 

bullets are final. Their violent power operates to silence opposition and is symbolic of the 

kinds of postwar political strife Dorn accuses U. S. administrations of causing abroad in 

the 1980s. We need only to remember conflicts in Granada, Nicaragua, El Salvador, and 

Libya, to name a few, where U. S. foreign policy under Reagan undermined strategic 

resolutions with violence. Conversely, bulletins can multiply ineffectively in bureaucratic 

contexts. A bulletin’s value is diminished as others accumulate. The tension however 

comes through Dorn’s recognition of an innate contradiction in American foreign policy 

                                                
9 Dorn, Abhorrences, 15. 
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and in domestic understandings of it. By pitching the symbol of violent solutions—the 

bullet—next to a symbol of bureaucratic obfuscation and clutter—the bulletin—Dorn 

suggests that neither solution is adequate. Instead, we remain in a rhetorical situation in 

which neither truth (the violent finality of death) nor the extension of relative positions 

can negotiate policy effectively. While the solution to this problem is not offered by the 

poem, Dorn implies that other methods of confrontation, rhetorical negotiation, and 

political action are necessary to break this deadlock. 

 The image of the bullet returns, moreover, in the final poem of the book, 

appropriately entitled, “The End.”  

Did you know that 

when they execute you in China 

they send your next of kin 

a bill for 1 Yang (28¢) 

to cover the cost of the bullet? 

This is the very definition 

of frugal management. 

Maybe Bush can learn something 

from Deng after all, maybe 

there’s a pow-wow under the kow-tow. 

 

It’s a good thing Reagan 

didn’t know about this practise. 
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He’d have considered it tax relief.10 

Like the previous bullet poem, the argument here centers upon an object of violence and 

its administration in Chinese execution. The violence, however, shifts from the principle 

object of death to an administered agency that seeks financial accountability. Again, the 

argument against bureaucratic violence is created through an incongruent relation of 

symbolic actions. The bullet as an agent of death is reduced by the broader administrative 

concerns for the financing of systems of execution. The joking second stanza argues for a 

perspective on American capital punishment and its administered support by looking at 

execution through the Chinese model. The claims offered here through a satiric mode do 

not address the death penalty nor do they seek to make cultural evaluations of regional 

customs. Instead, bureaucratic management is targeted for ridicule because it provides an 

agency in which bullets contribute to deadly human designs. Here, as in other poems, 

Dorn argues that key terms or symbolic values are meaningful only within the broader 

contexts that give them meaning. He places value on the motives and circumstances that 

provide purpose for the bullet. Indeed, bullets are more effective at ending life, but 

bulletins determine whose life shall be terminated. 

 While Dorn’s poems are relatively brief, we can see how many perspectives they 

release through reflection on the terms and conditions of the arguments. Dorn’s quasi-

rational enthymemes maintain a formal relation between author and reader, even when 

the jokes stem from the demotic scenes of a campus toilet. These poems create desire to 

work through the implications of the reasoned assumptions. Readers must reflect, 

additionally, on their own positions regarding gender, capital punishment, Ronald 

                                                
10 Dorn, Abhorrences, 174. 
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Reagan, or, more broadly, the meaning of life in the 1980s. By inserting satiric arguments 

into the more accepted national narratives of the period, Dorn addresses an audience’s 

belief and desire. What happens with that reflective potential is quite interesting, and 

again, it comes down to a perspective on how we read our social milieu. Dorn could be 

strengthening our capacities to deal with confusing social and political situations where 

the Enlightenment rationality essential to democratic institutions erodes under the 

ongoing demands of capital. Or, he could be preparing us for a more radical form of 

dissent in order to more firmly re-establish claims for democracy, which, however, would 

introduce schism into our postmodern corporate global enterprises. What is important to 

recognize is that whatever this reflection accomplishes, it is not a restoration of social 

institutions. At best it maintains uneasy awareness of how compromised democracy is 

under our current geopolitical corporate regimes.  

 Walker’s study of the epigram in classical contexts describes the functions of 

epideictic suasion necessary for our understanding of the history of that rhetorical 

function. And, as we all know, thanks to Kenneth Burke, situations create their own 

unique circumstances in which motives are read. While belief and desire remain the key 

elements in reflective rhetoric, faith in social institutions, in our era, is shaky, for many 

good reasons. Dorn’s poems keep us alert to the uncertainty we inhabit in our social 

situations. For him the “public mind” was infinitely “correctible,” a hopeful, if satirically 

arrogant, claim. By focusing on this “public mind,” however, Dorn situated his arguments 

in a nonpartisan attempt to point out ideological biases that interfered with ideal notions 

of democracy. The ideal, perhaps, is unattainable, but worth striving for given 

capitalism’s global commitments. What these poems point out in their satiric urgency is 
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that “existing ideology” is beyond confirmation. The poems argue for a kind of reflective 

resistance to ideologies that get in the way of democratic purposes. The reflection in a 

“public mind” brought about through epideictic suasion in these poems keeps readers 

focused on the contradictions and upheavals of our social and political moment in late 

capitalism. This valuable art contributes to a more flexible and reflective “public mind.” 
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